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Tufts alum receives Nobel Peace Prize

by Jesse Najarro

Assistant News Editor

The Norwegian Nobel Committee awarded President
of Colombia and Former Fletcher Fulbright Scholar Juan
Manuel Santos the Nobel Peace Prize for 2016 on Oct. 7.
Santos was awarded the prize for his efforts to end the
country’s civil war.
“The president himself has made it clear that he will
continue to work for peace right up until his very last
day in office,” the Nobel Prize press release states. “The
Committee hopes that the Peace Prize will give him
strength to succeed in this demanding task.”
According to James Stavridis, dean of the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy, the school is pleased
to know another one of its alums has received such a
prestigious award.
“I was thrilled,” Stavridis said. “First for him, secondly for his nation, Colombia and thirdly for Fletcher
because we’re very proud that he’s also … a former
Fletcher senior fellow, and spent a year here with us at
the Fletcher School.”
Stavridis said he met Santos in 2006 when Stavridis was
a four-star admiral and commander of the United States’
southern command, a ranking he held for three years. At
the time, Santos was Colombia’s defense minister, he said.
“So we worked together frequently over those three
years,” he said. “I was in Colombia roughly monthly.
He was always my host. I worked with him on our
joint-security concerns between the United States
and Colombia. He came often to Miami and visited
at my home, spoke at conferences that I hosted. I saw

STATE DEPARTMENT

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry listens as Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos addresses reporters on May 11 at the
InterContinental London Park Lane Hotel in London, U.K.
him in Bogota. Our wives were friendly, [and] I consider us friends, and so I have known him for about
a decade.”
Since meeting President Santos about a decade
ago, Stavridis said he has always thought very highly

of him because of both his personal attributes and
because of his commitment toward achieving peace
in his nation.
see NOBEL, page 2

CEO of Gap Inc. speaks at Fletcher about retail, apparel industries
by Kathleen Schmidt
Executive News Editor

The Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy’s Institute for
Business in the Global Context (IBGC) Speaker Series hosted
CEO of Gap Inc. Art Peck in ASEAN Auditorium on Oct. 19
for an event titled “Minding the Gap: The Art of Sustainable
Leadership.”
The discussion, attended by about 50 people, kicked
off with an introduction from IBGC Executive Director
Bhaskar Chakravorti who described Peck’s trajectory in
business. Peck spent 20 years in Boston Consulting Group
before taking on various leadership roles in Gap Inc.
and eventually arriving at his current position of CEO in
February 2015.
Peck began his lecture by describing the dramatic
changes happening within the apparel and retail industries, largely brought on by the advent of online shopping.
Despite challenges, Peck pointed out that the apparel
industry was growing steadily for a myriad of reasons, not
least of which is the basic human need for clothing.
“The good news about apparel … is that everyone in
this room is wearing clothing,” Peck said. “It’s a growing
business and it’s a fundamental human need and so while
the business is being disrupted it’s … a disruption that’s
on the back of a very large and growing market.”
Continuing on the topic of growth, Peck described current
“hotspots” in the industry and addressed how Gap Inc. was
working to take advantage of each of them. Such areas of
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growth include China — especially with the end of the onechild policy, — the digital market and athletic wear, he said.
Elaborating on the athletic wear market, Peck said that
by the year 2020, one-third of all apparel spending will be
on active and performance wear. Gap Inc. is focusing on
developing pieces that look like day-to-day clothes but have
the feel and comfort of athletic wear.
Peck then moved on to explain the growing importance
of speed in the fashion and retail industries. In the past, Peck
said, it would take 18 to 24 months for trends debuted at
fashion weeks around the world to make their way to mass
markets. Now it’s a matter of weeks, he said.
“You know today, New York Fashion Week is watched by 5
million people on their couch. It’s become an entertainment
spectacle,” Peck said. “Today if you’re not in that at the same
time it’s coming off the runway as a mass competitor, you’re
not competing.”
This new stress on faster turnaround times has led Gap
Inc. to investigate building factories in the Caribbean Basin
instead of Southeast Asia so that products can be shipped
from the producers to the consumers in the United States
more quickly.
“If you’re not getting faster, you’re dead. That’s clear,”
Peck said.
Peck moved on into a discussion on sustainability, saying
that there were three different facets to the corporation’s
approach to the issue: environment, sourcing and workplace.
According to Peck, the majority of consumers
see the fashion industry as wasteful and polluting.
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Furthermore, he said, most clothes are not recycled
when people have finished with them. This is especially problematic when it comes to cotton clothing, Peck
said, which takes large amounts of water and pesticides
to cultivate, is often grown using exploitative labor
practices and is rarely recycled.
“To dimensionalize the problem, Gap Inc. uses one
percent of world’s cotton crop. One percent. So it’s a
big number,” he said. “Therefore we understand we
have both an opportunity and responsibility to make
progress on that.”
The second branch of sustainability is sourcing, or
where products come from and who makes them, Peck
said. He continued by saying that while Gap Inc. is constantly working to improve the labor environments of all
its vendors, it is not possible to oversee everything.
“We’re aware of the fact that we’re not going to be
perfect and something bad is probably going to happen
out there despite all the work we’re doing,” Peck said.
Peck wrapped up the discussion by touching on his
personal life, saying it is essential to find a source of joy
in one’s work, whether it be from the work itself, coworkers or the results work produces.
Peck offered advice to those in the room, most of
whom were Fletcher students.
“Don’t let the plans stand in the way of the unexpected fork in the road … because many of the opportunities
that have come my way and the opportunities they’ve
afforded were unplanned and accidental,” he said.
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Stavridis lauds Colombian president’s history of working for peace
NOBEL

continued from front
“He’s extremely intelligent, very thoughtful, very idealistic,” Stavridis said. “He
believes in peace for Colombia, but he’s also
very pragmatic and knows how to use all the
tools of national power to move his nation
forward, and I think he’s been an extraordinarily effective president for Colombia.”
The Norwegian Nobel Committee noted
similar qualities of the president, adding
that the president was able to bring the
country a step closer toward peace, even
if his efforts have not yet come to fruition.
“President Santos initiated the negotiations
that culminated in the peace accord between

the Colombian government and the FARC
guerrillas, and he has consistently sought to
move the peace process forward,” the Nobel
Prize press release states. “Well knowing that
the accord was controversial, he was instrumental in ensuring that Colombian voters
were able to voice their opinion concerning
the peace accord in a referendum.”
Stavridis also noted that Santos’ commitment to international citizenship demonstrates the well-roundedness that the
Fletcher School tries to instill in its students.
“Well, it is another very distinguished
alum that we can point to and help continue
to make the case that Fletcher is accomplishing its fundamental mission, which

is to educate global leaders and when we
have someone of the stature of President
Santos, who not only leads an enormous
and important country in Latin America,
but then wins a Nobel Peace Prize that
reflects very well, I think, on the Fletcher
School and Tufts University,” Stavridis said.
Stavridis said he hopes that Santos will
accept his invitation to visit Tufts and that students can expect to see him on campus soon.
“I invited him and I know he will consider
it, and I would guess that over the next year or
so, we will have President Santos here, so let’s
hope,” Stavridis said. “It would be marvelous
to have Tufts students have a chance to meet
with him in person. He’s quite inspirational,”

Students, faculty gather to discuss, watch final
presidential debate
by Kathleen Schmidt
Executive News Editor

Tufts community members gathered in
spaces across campus last night to view the
third and final presidential debate featuring
Republican presidential nominee Donald
Trump and Democratic presidential nominee
Hillary Clinton.
Before the debate, the Office of the Provost,
Tisch College of Civic Life and JumboVote hosted a panel moderated by Provost David Harris
and featuring School of Medicine Professor
Harry Selker, Department of Political Science
Professor Jeffrey Taliaferro and Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy Professor of
Political Economy Katrina Burgess in Cohen
Auditorium.
The Daily visited viewing parties in Cohen
Auditorium, the Lewis Hall common room
and the Metcalf Hall common room to ask
Tufts community members what they were
hoping to see and hear in the evening’s debate.
Harris said he was pleased to see Tufts
students engaging in the political process by
watching the debate, because of the divisive
nature of this election.
“I think it’s wonderful because regardless of how many people come out, the
way our society is around these elections,
I’ll take any number of students who
come out and actually talk about the policies and the real issues going on,” Harris
said. “I have not heard a range of perspectives from students and I can’t tell whether
that’s because some students who may
support one side don’t feel comfortable
speaking up, or whether there just aren’t
that many of them.”
First-year Michelle Waslick said she did not
have high hopes for the night’s debate.
“I think that I would like to see
something different than the other two
debates, more substance for sure and less
ridiculous attacks. But I’m sure that won’t
happen,” she said.
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Students gather to watch the third and final presidential debate in the Metcalf Hall common
room on Oct. 19.
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Professors Harry Selker, Jeff Taliaferro and Katrina Burgess listen to an audience question
during a faculty panel moderated by Provost David Harris before the final presidential debate
in Cohen Auditorium on Oct. 19.
Ph.D. student Hamed Mohammadnejad
said he hoped to see a new approach to this
debate and offered his predictions.
“Trump is lagging behind Clinton, and has
to try his best to convince his supporters and
those who are not decided on who they are
gonna vote,” he said. “Trump has to desperately try his best, and use a totally different
approach, not acting like a child.”

Mohammadnejad hoped that the
third debate would be a departure from
the first two.
“Also I’d really like to hear about the
real solutions, how they are going to
tackle the challenge that they are confronting, [but] I haven’t seen anything
during the previous two debates, so…”
he said.
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Provost David Harris talks to students eating pizza in the Cohen Auditorium lobby before the presidential debate begins on Oct. 19.
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History on the Hill: International House
by Sean Ong

Contributing Writer

When home is overseas, the
International House (I-House) can be
a necessary home away from home for
some students at Tufts. Situated at 13
Sawyer Ave., the I-House is considered
a place for the international community
at Tufts to gather for conversations, community and fun. But when its existence
was first proposed, it faced resistance.
The house itself was constructed in
1894 for the Delta Upsilon fraternity, according to the Tufts International
Center’s website. In 1941, it was converted to a women’s dormitory for Jackson
College and named after Caroline
Davies (1864–1939) who served as the
first dean of Jackson College. It takes its
official name, Davies House, from her.
According to Jane Etish-Andrews,
the director of the International
Center (I-Center) and a former advisor to the I-House, students involved
in the I-Center petitioned the Dean
of Students’ Office in 1972 for a new
special interest house for international
students. At this time, the I-Center had
been on campus for 20 years, but there
was no corresponding housing.
“The purpose was just to have a
place, a community for international
students to be with each other,” EtishAndrews said. “But the administration
pushed back … they didn’t [want] to
have a separate house for international
students.”
To assuage concerns from the
administration that the creation of a
house specifically for international students could increase existing tensions
and divisions between groups on campus, a compromise was reached: the
I-House would consist of both domestic
and international students, according
to the I-Center’s website, as a way to
facilitate cross-cultural understanding
and reduce divisions between students.
Ioannis Miaoulis (E ’83, AG ’86,
EG ’87), trustee and former dean of
the School of Engineering, was the
I-House house manager from 1982 to

1983, according to Miaoulis. He said he
believes that having both international
and domestic students living together in
the I-House was a key part of the house
experience, and of the international
student experience in general.
“I believed that if you’re an international student and you come to study in
the United States, one of the things you
should do is meet and socialize with
Americans,” Miaoulis said. “[Having
American residents] enriched the whole
atmosphere and climate of the house.”
Etish-Andrews echoed the importance of having a good representation
of people from all over the world —
including the United States — live in
the I-House.
“We really tried to ask people to
… be more open to living in an intercultural house, because that’s one of
the things the house really does well,”
Etish-Andrews said. “If we don’t push
people, then it would just be a dorm
and there wouldn’t be anything unique
about it.”
Etish-Andrews, who has been the
director of the I-Center since 1983, said
that the I-Center was also housed in
Davies House from 1979-1988, allowing the center to work closely with the
students in the house during its formative years.
“We were really close to the residents
because we saw them all the time …
although Monday mornings could sometimes have [been] challenging after a
weekend of parties,” she said. “Now, we’re
independent but we’re … nearby, so we
have still been able to do a lot of programming [at the I-House] easily.”
According to Miaoulis, part of the
I-House’s popularity indeed stemmed from
the fact that it threw some of the best parties
on campus — virtually every Friday night.
“We would invite people from all
around campus … and sometimes it
would even be students from other universities, with the best music,” he said.
“We would have [parties] at the house,
or at Eaton Hall. It was a lot of fun.”
Whitney Sullivan, the current adviser to the I-House, described the par-

ties as a bonus, emphasizing that
strong programming is at the core of
what the I-House does.
“It’s a safe space for students to come
and engage in different intercultural
programs,” Sullivan said. “We really are
working to strengthen the programming
throughout the year so that we can continue the message that the I-House is a
support center, even for students who
are not residents.”
According to Etish-Andrews, past
residents used to put on musical recitals and poetry readings, in addition
to hosting “cross-cultural conversations.” However, throughout the
I-House’s history, Etish-Andrews pointed to food as a consistent reason for
people to get together.
For Miaoulis and his housemates, it
became a way to share their cultures
with each other.
“We were not big cooks, but once in a
while, one of us would cook a meal from
our country, and we would share it with
others in the house,” Miaoulis said.
Etish-Andrews also said that the
house’s residents have traditionally
hosted food events for the Tufts community, including potlucks, dumpling nights and other themed events.
I-House members also contributed
to larger events such as the Parade
of Nations, the annual spring culture show currently sponsored by the
International Club.
“They used to do an International
House of Pancakes [on] one of the
nights before the Parade of Nations,”
Etish-Andrews said. “That’s a fun event,
and it became a tradition they would do
every year.”
In addition to events, the I-House
living room has served as a space for
residents and non-residents alike to
congregate and discuss issues of global
significance.
In an interview posted on the I-Center’s
website, Mehrdad Toofanian (E’73), the
first house manager, emphasized the significance of the living room while he was
see I-HOUSE , page 4
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The International House has been located at on 13 Sawyer Ave. for more than three decades.
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Amanda Lillie
Maintaining
Your Tuftsanity

Just add color
It all started with window markers.
I tossed them into my suitcase for
school along with some other random
items such as animal ear headbands
and rollerblades, because you never
know exactly what you’ll need here at
Tufts. Forget lined paper, extra batteries or tissues; logical necessities like
those can just as easily be “borrowed”
from friends (I kid, but only partially).
My mother thought I was absolutely
insane as she watched me stuff these
nonessentials into my already overflowing pack, but as it turns out, they were
(debatably) the best things I brought to
school this year.
You may be wondering why on earth
a sophomore in college needed to bring
window markers. The real question is,
why not? Tufts’ dorms are covered in
walls that only ever get decorated with
flyers for various clubs and events on
campus. Though I’ll admit that some of
the more recently renovated dorms have
been painted with actual colors (imagine that, dorm walls that aren’t white!),
they’re difficult to find. Knowing this,
my suite in Wren Hall made it our ultimate goal to decorate every surface possible because as we lock ourselves away
to hit the books (aka sit on couches with
our books and computers ready, only to
distract ourselves until we’re exhausted
and decide to just go to bed) we need
some color to spice up the claustrophobia-inducing painted brick walls.
So when I whipped out some window markers from my suitcase, our window art began. Currently, our common
room windows showcase drawings of
a bug-eyed unicorn, a rainbow, Larry
the Lobster and some quotes from The
Shining that should probably be erased
so as to not completely terrify passersby.
Alongside the confusing subject matter
drawn on the window hangs a multitude
of colorful flags, posters of everyone
from Kramer to The Beach Boys and a
cardboard cutout of Poe from Star Wars.
I won’t go into the explanation
behind this seemingly random combination of decorations because honestly, I’m not sure there is one. The
real point is, the many hours we spend
sitting in that common room trying
desperately not to have a full-blown
panic attack over the five days’ worth
of homework we need to finish in one
night are lightened by the colorful walls,
smiling faces and overall ambience of
the room. Freshman year taught me that
sitting by myself while staring at intimidating bookshelves in Tisch or the dull
brown color of the dorm room desks is
a fantastic way to lose my mind and my
sociability all at once, and thus these
window markers saved me.
Granted, finding the time to cover
a window with drawings and go poster
hunting is a challenging task unless
you’re an avid procrastinator like me,
so take this advice as you may. Go find
your version of my window markers
and jazz up your study space’s color
spectrum. It might just help you be your
most productive self yet.
Amanda Lillie is a sophomore who has
not yet declared a major. She can be
reached at amanda.lillie@tufts.edu.
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For more than three decades, the International House has served as a
meeting place for American, International Students
I-HOUSE

continued from page 3
a student. During the Vietnam War, he said
I-House residents would crowd around
the television to watch the news and learn
how many soldiers had been killed in
combat that day.
“That living room space is really the
pulse of the house … it is a place of tolerance, acceptance and sharing of ideas,”
Sullivan said. “I’ve seen … a lot of students
and friendships grow, and it’s all around
that living room and that space.”
This was certainly true for Miaoulis.
“Some of my best friends now, we had
lived together in the I-House,” he said. “I also
spent two years there with my girlfriend, who
ended up being my wife after that.”

Miaoulis added that as house manager, he worked to change the opinions that
his fellow international students sometimes had about domestic students.
“I did make it a point to … break up
the clique of international students,” he
said. “It was kind of snobbish. A lot of the
international students back then thought,
‘Oh we are the cosmopolitan ones, and the
rest are the stupid Americans.’ I tried to
break that [stereotype].”
Daniel Goldstein, a sophomore and current resident of the I-House, said that people
have sometimes assumed that he and his
housemates have frequent disagreements
over their cultural differences. Instead, living
at the I-House has made him more aware
of his friends’ cultural identities.

“Hearing different people’s perspectives on how things should be done, and
how they are subtly influenced by their
own cultures, I just found myself very
intrigued by it,” he said. “It’s an intrigue
that I felt really developed from being
in that space and in that community.
That will stay with me after I leave the
I-House.”
While the I-House is celebrating its
45th anniversary in 2017, its size has
remained stagnant since its founding,
despite appeals from the I-Center to the
administration for an expansion.
“I’ve always wanted it to be bigger, and
we could fill it with graduate students and
undergraduate students, and have a big,
beautiful function room,” Etish-Andrews

said. “So every new dean that I have, I ask
[to expand]. But it costs a lot of money, and
it’s not a priority … We could really fill a
bigger house.”
According to Miaoulis, when he was
house manager, the I-House was known
as the “headquarters of the international community.” However, Goldstein
believes that the I-House can no longer
claim to be representative of the growing international community in Tufts.
“It’s more of a living arrangement, for
anyone who’s not a first-year, who’s either
American or international and would like
to be a part of that,” he said. “In some ways,
the relevance [of the I-House] is diminishing, but in a good way, because the international community at Tufts is growing.”
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Poets Sarah Kay, Andrea Gibson recite poems
about love, tragedy at Paradise Rock Club
by Paige Spangenthal
Staff Writer

When spoken word poets Sarah
Kay and Andrea Gibson come together, magic happens. Their collaborative
reading at the Paradise Rock Club on
Tuesday was a melding of art forms.
With interspersed bursts of song and
references to creators like Beethoven
and Van Gogh, Kay and Gibson showcased the blurred lines between artistic mediums. With their singing voices and theatrical gestures, the poets
themselves seemed to embody a blend
of the arts.
When the Daily asked Kay what she
would be if she were a form of art, she
said, “I really love theater, that’s what I
grew up loving, but more realistically,
photography. Both my parents are photographers.”
Kay opened the performance by reciting her poem, “Astronaut,” which told
the story of an astronaut who takes
an impromptu day off from work. It
sounded as though it had been taken
from a children’s storybook, and started with an excerpt from the lullaby, “I
See The Moon.” “I see the moon, the
moon sees me. The moon sees somebody I don’t see,” Kay sang, drawing in
the audience with her soft voice.
In the second work, whose title was
unannounced, Kay echoed the childlike innocence of the first. The poem
is based on a childhood memory Kay
had of letting a raccoon into her aunt
and uncle’s house because she thought
it was a cat. At the end of the poem,
Kay likened the memory of the racsee POETRY, page 6

COURTESY AMANDA FREEDMAN VIA PAIGE SPANGENTHAL

The spoken word poet Sarah Kay performs at the Paradise Rock Club on Oct. 18.

Feminist Fiber Art comes to Boston with
‘Feminist Halloween Art = Crafts Fair’
by Libby Langsner
Contributing Writer

Upon entering a deserted warehouse
for the traveling Feminist Fiber Art’s
latest exhibit, one would have thought
that the showcase could have been
a carbon copy of any Red Hook art
show. However, unlike the shows held
in Brooklyn, which feature standard art
bros, this show’s crowd was comprised
of femme-presenting people. Feminist
Fiber Art’s Halloween arts and crafts
fair, held on Oct. 14 in Allston, featured the traveling art exhibit and a
do-it-yourself market for a variety of
arts and crafts including prints, stickers, patches, knitwear, coloring book
pages and jewelry.
At the female-focused event, femmes
were able to extend energy beyond
handling the gender dynamics of
art-viewing to actually assessing the
art at hand. This shift in dynamic
allowed femme viewers to focus more
on the art, but also gave more leeway
to a harsher criticism of the work and
the fair itself from attendees.
At the Over It Studio’s booth, artist Juliae Miliani showcased her work,
which began in the form of graphic
designs with political messages. Her
first project was a silk-screened shirt

with ‘don’t touch me’ scrawled across
the front, which she noted she would
wear to fraternity parties while a student in college. Miliani’s work strives
to combine a highly stylized aesthetic
with a political goal to create an easily
replicable fashion of protest. Her shirts
remind viewers that women need to
tell people around them that their bodies are not free to be randomly groped
in passing.
Milani’s work points to how crafts
have a connection to the fine art
world; when the work itself creates a
social discourse by being worn, as an
everyday commodity instead of on a
gallery wall, it transcends the stereotypes associated with crafts. By creating a public demonstration, the craft
becomes a blend of performance and
conceptual art, and these everyday art
objects blur the lines between what in
one’s life is art and what is necessary
for survival. The current model for
what is considered art cannot be transferred over like a silk screen; the crafts
have to make their own movement and
transform the spaces that the art world
deems legitimate.
The question of why fine art and crafts
have been distinct from one another
carries with it other questions, including what can be considered art, how art

is portrayed in the media and who is
or is not purchasing art. Unfortunately,
crafts such as embroidery, tapestry and
to some extent, fashion and prints have
not reached the platform of fine art. Art
forms gendered as female are often prescribed a lesser value, both in the art
historical canon and in the art market.
Embroidery, knitting, tapestry and even
prints are seen as easier to make mainly because throughout history, women
have been relegated to these mediums.
Artists such as Eva Hesse in the
1970s sought to deconstruct these
notions by creating abstracted works
using textiles. However, Hesse’s efforts
were never allowed to enter the mainstream. Embroidery or knitting is
probably not going to come to mind
alongside painting or sculpture, even
for people without an art history background. In response to this, Feminist
Fiber Art seeks to critique why individuals do not value crafts the same way
as fine art, and the organization points
to the Western, affluent and patriarchal
art history that largely dictates what is
and is not considered art.
The fair last week was titled
“Feminist Halloween Art = Crafts Fair”
intentionally to address this.
see CRAFTS FAIR, page 6
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Parker Selman
All in Good Taste

Rosa Mexicano

S

omewhere between the Institute
of Contemporary Art and the
Boston Harbor, we find Rosa
Mexicano, a high-end yet fairly
reasonably-priced Mexican restaurant in
the Seaport District. The eatery has a
location in almost every major American
city and even has a few sites in Dubai
and Puerto Rico. The chain was started
in 1984 and is famous for its authentic
Mexican food and its tableside guacamole. Upon arriving, we immediately order
the Guacamole en Molcajete to see what
all the hype is about.
We are seated in the main dining area
in a comfortable red booth. Behind us is
a blue mosaic wall with water cascading
down. The restaurant consists of a dining room and a bar area, both of which
are well lit, lively and packed with people. We hardly have time to ponder our
dining options before a woman pushes
a guacamole trolley alongside our table
and begins to prepare our appetizer.
The trolley is overflowing with all the
essentials: avocados, jalapeños, tomatoes, onions and cilantro. We are practically salivating by the time she places
the freshly prepared dish between us
along with warm tortilla chips and salsa.
I pause before digging in and contemplate my main issue with overeating at
Mexican restaurants. It is almost a fact
that I will eat an entire bowl of chips,
salsa and guacamole, and be unable
to finish my food later in the evening.
However, I push the thought aside and
surrender to the inevitable.
The guacamole does not disappoint,
and we lick the hearty bowl clean in an
almost embarrassingly short amount of
time. Though less hungry than when we
arrived, we then turn to the menu which is
filled with tacos, enchiladas and “especiales de la casa.” Beside each option in italics is the location within Mexico where the
dish originated. I opt for the Enchiladas
Rancheras from Jalisco which are tortillas
loaded with Chihuahua cheese, roasted
tomato ranchero sauce, onion, cilantro,
queso, kale and crema. My roommate
Ana chooses two appetizers for her meal,
the Queso Fundido, which is a melted
cheese dish, and the Flautas de Pollo from
Puebla, which consists of corn tortillas
with chicken, salsa pasilla, salsa verde,
queso fresco and crema.
Ana ate her queso appetizer with the
chips and guacamole and said that the
dish also went well with her meal but
was only good when fresh and melted
because it eventually got cold and firm.
She described the Flautas de Pollo as
spicy and crispy, and she particularly
liked the crema that topped the dish.
My enchilada dish is delicious but consists of a slightly overbearing amount
of cheese.
Ultimately, our night at Rosa Mexicano
provided us a nice opportunity to walk
throughout the Seaport District with
the added bonus of some mind-blowing
guacamole. It would take tremendous
willpower to not fill up on the appetizers, but, if you can manage, the food is
authentic and is accompanied by terrific
service.

Parker Selman is a sophomore who has
not yet declared a major. Parker can be
reached at Parker.Selman@tufts.edu.
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Spoken word poets bare souls in emotional performance
POETRY

continued from page 5
coon entering the house to a new lover
entering her life. This point in the
reading marked a transition to a fascinating, complicated subject: love. Kay’s
verse brimmed with striking images
that perfectly encapsulate the way it
feels to love someone.
In “Dreaming Boy,” the third poem Kay
read, she said, “The first time I kissed a boy,
he was so tall, his lips so soft. / I dreamt of
the ocean for weeks, never in control of my
limbs.” Later in the reading, Kay recited a
poem that recounted a breakup in Whole
Foods. The location of the breakup was
vital to the poem, demonstrating that the
obscure details of a relationship are oftentimes the most important.

After Kay recited “Dreaming Boy,”
she left the stage and Gibson came out
to perform a set. Gibson’s first poem
was also a love poem, in which they
passionately proclaimed that their
lover made them feel like they could
win the lottery with a parking ticket.
Along with love, gender and sexuality
are important themes in the works that
Gibson recited. Gibson described one
poem as a scathing address to the men
who catcall their girlfriends. In another
poem, Gibson compared their gender
identity to their love for being on the
road, saying that they always feel most
comfortable in the gray area between
two points.
One
of
the
most
harrowing poems that Gibson recited was

“Photoshopping My Sister’s Mugshot,”
a work Gibson wrote about their little
sister’s drug addiction. This poem was
markedly different from Gibson’s others. Before they recited it, they made a
point of asking the audience members
not to record it because of its emotional significance to them. Gibson’s pain
was palpable as they expressed the
urge to crop out all the areas of their
sister’s life that had been destroyed by
drugs so that only the beautiful parts
remained.
Gibson’s next poem, which grieved
the loss of members of the LGBTQ+
community at the Pulse nightclub in
Orlando, was equally heart-wrenching.
This poem introduced terrorism as
another important topic in Gibson and

Kay’s poetry. After Gibson’s set, Kay
came out and spoke to the audience
about her experience of 9/11 at age
thirteen. Not long after the incident,
Kay attended her first spoken word
performance. Whereas acts of terror
destroy spaces for certain groups of
people, said Kay, spoken word creates
space. Kay went on to recite a poem
that explored her experience texting a
friend to make sure they were safe after
an act of terror.
Although the reading explored many
dark, heavy topics, it ended with a tone
of hope, which was demonstrated by two
lines from the penultimate poem that
Gibson recited: “I watched a dandelion
lose its mind in the wind / and when it
did, it scattered a thousand seeds.”

At femme-friendly event, crafts elevated to a higher stature
CRAFTS FAIR

continued from page 5
“By that we mean that art and crafts
should be respected equally,” the Facebook
description of the event read. “Everything
handmade is a work of art! It’s a major
tenant of the exhibit.”
Despite the great intentions of
the show, this distinction was not
addressed, with artists just sitting

behind tables and selling patches,
embroidery hoops, candles, crystals
and, in some cases, prints. The prices of the goods were respective to
how fine art is usually viewed. The
prints were the priciest, whereas the
more craft-like things rang in for less.
While many of the things were cute and
seemed to represent the third wave of
feminism — such as embroideries and

stickers with the word ‘slutty’ written
on them — the gallery was a cis-gendered space. Some of the newer takes
on feminist art were still enjoyable,
however. The denim patches with vulvas were particularly reminiscent of
feminist artists Judy Chicago’s Dinner
Party, an iconic feminist installation
piece at the Brooklyn Museum.
While there were many critiques

in the pieces of the negative effects
of a patriarchal society, many of the
works in the fair critiqued the art world
as Chicago did. Maybe the intention
was that the existence and legitimacy
of the fair itself was enough to challenge the distinction between art and
crafts; however, the work alone, even
in a group show setting, could not have
conveyed this message on its own.
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LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
Jake: “I remember when I was young and I thought people
were nice...”

Comics

SUDOKU

DOONESBURY
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

NON SEQUITUR
BY WILEY MILLER

Difficulty Level: Listening to your friends talk about how relieved they are to
be done with midterms when you’re still studying.

Monday’s Solution

CROSSWORD

Wednesday’s Solution
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Anna Sossenheimer
Jumping Hurdles

I

Change

’m having what I think might be
defined as a mid-college existential crisis. Last night, as I lay awake
in my bed, I suddenly wondered
what I’m doing, where I am in life,
what my plans are and if who I consider myself to be is what I really want.
I then proceeded to spend a frenzied
hour reevaluating all my college choices and making a bunch of pro-con
lists. I called my mom and wondered
if I had made the right choice with my
major, with my friends, even in coming
to Tufts. All I could think about was if I
should be doing something else, and if
I am really happy with the way my Tufts
career has played out.
Junior year is an especially strange
time of college. It’s right in the middle — the excitement and newness
of freshman and sophomore year
have worn off, and I’ve found myself
stuck in a routine. Friend groups have
been established, majors declared and
people have pretty much settled into
their clubs and extracurricular activities. Junior year feels somewhat stale,
stagnant and irrelevant.
I feel stuck: stuck in my classes, stuck
in my clubs, stuck in my definition of
myself. Sometimes, it can feel as though
nothing can change — after all, I’ve
already spent two years at Tufts. Two
whole years to establish myself, make
friends and find what I’m interested in.
And at this point in time, it feels as though
it’s too late to rethink my decisions.
However, though it is so easy to slip
into that thought process — and I find
myself doing so more and more — I
am doing my best to reject that feeling.
Change is always possible. In reality,
junior year can be equally as refreshing
and exciting as freshman and sophomore year are. It is never too late to meet
new people and get involved with new
activities — it’s just a matter of making
it happen.
The other day, a friend of mine told
me that it was “Bold Moves Saturday.”
The idea was that this day was a time to
do something that scared you — something you’d been thinking about for a
long time, but were too afraid to ever
put into action. That time could not
have been more relevant to how I feel.
Though it is scary to consider changing
a routine or changing something about
yourself, it is never too late to do so.
Now, I’m embracing the idea of
change. Tufts and I have a tumultuous relationship, but perhaps all I really needed was some type of change.
I’m exploring the different clubs and
opportunities at Tufts, I’m reconnecting
with friends that I haven’t talked to in a
while, I’m meeting new people, I’m saying “yes!” to more things. I am breaking
the habits and the routines I’ve always
had so I can find what truly fulfills me
and makes me happy.
Do something bold. Do something
that scares you. If you feel stuck, do
something. Change something. Meet
new people or go somewhere new or join
a new club. It’s never too late to make
a change. Change can be just the thing
you needed.
Anna is a junior majoring in sociology.
Anna can be reached at anna.sossenheimer@tufts.edu.

BY STEPHEN DENNISON

The
Tufts
Daily
wants to hear from you!
Have a problem with our coverage?
Upset about something happening at Tufts or in the community?
The Daily welcomes all thoughts, opinions and complaints from
all readers. Have your voice heard!
Send op-ed submissions, 800-1200 words,
to tuftsdailyoped@gmail.com.

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community.
The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.
EDITORIALS Editorials represent the position of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and editorials of
The Tufts Daily.
OP-EDS The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions
from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on
campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length and submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for
clarity, space and length. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. Authors must submit their telephone numbers and
day-of availability for editing questions.
ADVERTISING All advertising copy is subject to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board and Executive Business Director.
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POINT-COUNTERPOINT

}
I

Voting for third-party candidates

‘Point-Counterpoint’ juxtaposes two opposing perspectives on polarizing issues and debates.
The following responses, written by the Daily’s opinion section, address both sides of the debate
on voting for third-party candidates in the 2016 presidential election.

In Favor of Third-Party Voting

n the 2016 presidential election,
third parties are forecasted to
enjoy an almost unprecedented
level of support. Current polls
put Libertarian Party candidate Gary
Johnson as high as eight percent and
Green Party Candidate Jill Stein as high
as six percent. While both Johnson
and Stein fell short of the 15 percent
support needed to participate in the
official presidential debates, the contingency supporting them is too large
to be ignored.
Many people hold the view that voting for a third-party candidate is akin to
“throwing away” one’s vote. Given the
statistical improbability and historically
low support for these candidates, one
might even call it reckless to vote for a
candidate with no real chance of winning the election. However, this logic
ignores the principle of voting itself. If

Voting for a third-party candidate allows discontented
voters to send a message to
those in political power.

citizens don’t vote based on their values,
then what is the real purpose of our
democracy? The best option may not
always be the most popular one, but
that is no reason to urge voters to suppress their true beliefs in order to play
a political game. Without voters sticking
to their principles, the entire premise of
democracy is endangered.
The prevalence of third-party support
is a symptom of a more serious problem: the two-party system is no longer
serving its constituents. According to a
recent Gallup poll, Trump and Clinton

currently have unfavorable ratings of
65 percent and 55 percent respectively.
With citizens caught up with the seemingly irrevocable flaws of the major parties and their candidates, it is apparent
that the two-party system has failed
to provide voters with an ideal option.
Until now, the institutional ingraining
of Democratic and Republican hegemony has effectively served to silence
third-party minorities in the political
landscape. However, this election cycle
has made it apparent that these voices
can no longer be ignored if we are to
step outside a system that is clearly
failing us.
Further, even if a third-party vote
is unlikely to result in the candidate’s
victory, it still serves an important purpose. Voting for a third-party candidate
allows discontented voters to send a
message to those in political power: that
they have considered their options and
are not happy with either one. In this
sense, third-party votes can act as a way
of wrestling political power away from
corrupt and unsatisfactory Democrats
and Republicans. Next month’s election
is one of the few chances voters get to
send a clear message to those in power
and express their dissatisfaction with
the dominant parties.
It is fair to urge voters to evaluate the
alternatives and consequences of their
votes. The stakes are as high as they’ve
ever been, and voting is not a decision to be made lightly. But rather than
belittling those who do not feel they are
represented by the two major parties, we
should value their voices, listen to their
positions and accept that their viewpoints enrich our political system. This
may not happen unless serious systemic
change is affected to rectify two-party
dominance. Until then, we must continue to encourage true democracy by
treating third-party votes as legitimate
and purposeful.

}

Against Third-Party Voting

W

ith so much at stake in this
year’s presidential election,
wasting votes on third-party
candidates is not the responsible way to exercise political power. Not
only can third-party candidates often be
significantly less qualified than major-party candidates, but they also have the odds
stacked against them at every step of the
election. The fact of the matter is that a
third-party candidate has never won a
presidential election. They have, however,
impacted election results by diverting votes
away from major party candidates. While
third-party supporters may rationalize their
stance with reasons of morality, democratic
ideals and political protest, they often fail to
consider the repercussions of their vote.
Many third-party voters justify their vote
with the morality argument. They contend
that a citizen should vote for the candidate
who most closely embodies their own beliefs,
political ideologies and goals for the country.
If a voter’s values do not align with those
of the major-party candidates, they cannot
morally justify voting for either one. Others
may argue that “strategic voting” goes against
the values of democracy — citizens should
use their power to elect who they think is
the best candidate, not to tactically keep one
candidate out of office or support the lesser
of two evils.
However, this rationale fails to take into
account the real-life consequences of the
election. While reality may be harsh for
these voters, it is nearly impossible that their
third-party candidate will be elected. While
moral voting may be admirable and in line
with the ideals of democracy, many individuals in our country simply cannot afford to
vote this way — too much is at stake and too
many people will be affected by the outcome
of the election. Rather than wrestling votes
away from the two major party candidates
for moral reasons, the most rational, purposeful and effective way to vote is to choose
the better option of those two candidates —
one of which is bound to win.

Another argument that third-party voters often make is that their demonstration
of third-party support will send a message
to political leaders and help launch a larger movement against the two-party system.
The problem with this type of protest voting,
however, is that it is both untimely and unrealistic. A consequential presidential election
is not the time to make a political statement or start a movement, it is the time to
select the presidential candidate who will
best serve our country. Further, authentic
third-party growth can be achieved much
more effectively by focusing on lower-level
elections and building local support — not

While moral voting may
be admirable and in line
with the ideals of democracy, many individuals in
our country simply cannot
afford to vote this way.

by starting at the national level. So, while
attempts to show support for third parties
and remedy the two-party system are admirable, they must be saved for another time
and place.
Pragmatism when voting may not be
glamorous, but it is the only way we as voters
can actually have a say in how our country is
run. In 2000, third-party votes made a decisive difference in swinging Florida. In 2016,
they will continue to siphon votes from the
major parties in lieu of their own agendas
that are wholly implausible. The upcoming
election is far too important to be reckless
and impractical with our vote. If we are to
put this country on the best track possible,
we must be realistic and purposeful in how
we elect our next leader.

CAMPUS COMMENT

The Daily asked undergraduate students their responses to the question, “What is your opinion on voting for third-party candidates?”
The following are their responses.
Trump is everything wrong with society and Hillary is everything wrong with
government. I can’t morally justify voting for someone as bigoted as Trump,
nor can I justify voting for someone with as many corruption allegations as
Hillary. Voting third party is the only way I can participate in the election
without compromising my personal moral values.”
– Sophomore Griffin Andersen

“The idea that someone shouldn’t vote for a third-party candidate in this election goes against the fundamental ideals that America was built upon. People
should vote for who they believe in. If we say you can’t vote third party in this
election, when can you? If it starts with this election, where does it end?”
– First-year Sohara Zafar

“Third-party candidates are great in concept ... and present alternative solutions to
many challenges that overwhelm our nation today. If it were a different year, I could
potentially see myself throwing my support toward a third-party candidate ... However,
too much is at stake in this election cycle. Third-party candidate voices have a right to
be heard, but in this election it unfortunately boils down to not letting Donald Trump
win. Contrary to some people believing third-party candidates will help prevent that
from happening, there is no other practical solution besides voting for Hillary Clinton.
– First-year Noah Zussman

“Those voting for a third-party candidate know that it is highly unlikely that [the
candidate] will be elected. These individuals are voting on the basis of an ideology, and not on the reality that some people are depending on this election for
real-life crises. People who are not as privileged and who are more affected by
whoever is in office would never vote for a third-party candidate ... The alternative for them is much worse and more damaging.”
– Junior Samantha Termine

“A lot of people have said that third-party voting is a waste of a vote or a vote
— specifically in this election — for Trump. However, voting for a third party is
taking a vote away from both Hillary and Trump ... I think what is more important is to focus on voting turnout itself; the person in power should reflect what
the majority of people in this country want ... Who you decide to vote for at the
end of the day is your personal choice.”
– Sophomore Alex Fognani

“I think [third-party voting] is worse than not voting ... If you’re voting for a third party
because you really don’t want candidate A, but you would also would prefer to not
have candidate B, you might as well [be] voting for the candidate you favor the least,
because you’re not voting for the only candidate that would beat them.”
– First-year Cris Pezoa
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Editors’ Challenge | Week 7
Welcome back sports fans, to Week 7 of the Editor’s Challenge. Last week was
an unmitigated disaster for the vast majority of our competent contestants, as
the mean number of correct picks dipped below seven out of 15 match-ups for
the first time. Eddie “Helpless” Samuels struggled to score only five points, as
his darling Falcons were outcompeted by the Seahawks. Though Samuels drops
to second last with 50 points on the season, he likely has little to fear from the
guest spot. Last week, our guest Allie “What’d I Miss” Merola only managed four
correct picks. Will Copy Editor Netai “Stay Alive” Schwartz resurrect the guest
spot? Probably not.

The week’s highest score belonged to David “Wait For It” Westby (11), who catapulted to a tie with Sophie “Stay Alive” Lehrenbaum for sixth place. Unfortunately,
Zach “Satisfied” Hertz scored a 10 and blew past Maclyn “Burn” Senear and Evan
“I Know Him” Sayles for first place. This week, Westby and Schwartz differentiated
themselves by picking the Steelers over the Patriots. Clearly, they are throwing away
their shots, as quarterback Ben Roethlisberger is out for the game. Considering they
are my only company in picking the Giants, maybe I should have just said no to
Eli (Manning). On that note, may our oblong balls bounce favorably, may we pick
the winningest teams and may Eddie continue spiraling like a well thrown football.

ZACH

MACLYN

EVAN

YJ

SOPHIE

PHIL

EDDIE

DAVID

GUEST:
NETAI

CHI at GB
NYG at LA
NO at KC
MIN at PHI
IND at TEN
BUF at MIA
WAS at DET
CLE at CIN
OAK at JAX
BAL at NYJ
SD at ATL
TB at SF
NE at PIT
SEA at ARI
HOU at DEN

GB
LA
KC
PHI
TEN
BUF
DET
CIN
JAX
NYJ
ATL
SF
NE
ARI
DEN

GB
LA
KC
PHI
IND
BUF
WAS
CIN
OAK
BAL
ATL
SF
NE
SEA
DEN

CHI
LA
KC
PHI
IND
BUF
DET
CIN
JAX
BAL
ATL
SF
NE
ARI
DEN

GB
LA
KC
MIN
IND
BUF
DET
CIN
OAK
BAL
ATL
SF
NE
ARI
DEN

GB
LA
KC
MIN
TEN
BUF
WAS
CIN
OAK
BAL
ATL
SF
NE
SEA
DEN

GB
NYG
KC
PHI
TEN
MIA
DET
CIN
JAX
NYJ
ATL
TB
NE
ARI
DEN

GB
LA
KC
MIN
TEN
MIA
DET
CIN
JAX
NYJ
ATL
TB
NE
ARI
DEN

CHI
NYG
KC
MIN
IND
BUF
DET
CIN
OAK
BAL
ATL
SF
PIT
SEA
DEN

CHI
NYG
NO
PHI
IND
MIA
WAS
CLE
OAK
NYJ
ATL
SF
PIT
SEA
DEN

SCORE:

60

56

57

53

52

54

50

52

43

Passionate about sports?
Have a unique perspective on student athletics?
Interested in covering the intersection of sports and the
larger Tufts community?
Write for us!
Contact dailysports@gmail.com!
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Final two conference games to challenge Jumbos
FIELD HOCKEY

continued from back
through Trinity’s defensive line just before
the 10-minute mark and made Trinity pay
with a goal.
The Bantams quickly responded on
their next penalty corner to tie it up a few
minutes later, but the tie didn’t hold for
long. Junior forward Mary Travers took
a pass from first-year forward Rachel
Hamilton in the circle and flipped it into
the top corner of the net to take back the
lead at 22:55. The Jumbos quickly made it
a two-goal lead when they earned a corner
and inserted to junior midfielder Celia
Lewis, who fired it in for the third goal
exactly a minute after Travers’.
The Bantams put on renewed pressure in the second half, outshooting the
Jumbos and earning six corners to the visitors’ zero. The hosts narrowed the margin
to one goal ten minutes into the half, but
Artz gave her team an insurance goal in
the 53rd minute and Tufts hung on for the
4-2 win.
Perhaps it was the two and a half hour
bus ride down to Connecticut on Saturday
morning or the full week between games,
but the Jumbos arrived in New London
out of rhythm while the hosts were fired
up. It was Senior Day for the Camels and a
must-win game if they wanted a postseason — one more conference loss would
have guaranteed their failure to make the
NESCAC tournament.
The Jumbos were the more aggressive team and dominated play in terms
of possession and scoring opportunities,
getting off 11 shots and earning 11 penalty
corners to the Camels two shots and two
corners. The Jumbos’ play was also sloppy
and somewhat sluggish, though, while the
hosts played with a fierce enthusiasm that
kept them in the game.
“At the end of the day, every win is
about a team effort,” Patton said. “And I
think that, as a team, we just couldn’t find
a way to connect the same way we have

in the past and as we managed to do at
Trinity ... We should have capitalized when
we had the opportunity, but it doesn’t
always work, or something’s missing, and I
think it was just the team communication
that we were lacking in that game.”
The game remained scoreless until the
final minute when Tufts was whistled for
a penalty in Conn. College’s end. Conn.
first-year Jamie Navoni, seeing most Tufts
players upfield, took the quick restart and
raced toward Tufts’ end. After breaking
through the Jumbos’ defensive lines, she
got a one-on-one opportunity against
sophomore goalie Emily Polinski, who
came charging out but could not stop
Navoni’s shot. With the clock running out,
the Jumbos didn’t have much of an opportunity to respond.
“Conn. didn’t stop battling for the ball,”
Patton said. “I think it’s easy to make
excuses for what happened but Conn. was
determined to score in that last minute
and they were a fast team and they took
the ball quickly. It was really just a big
defensive breakdown and something we
wanted to be more cautious about. It’s just
[about] how can we be in control until the
very last second of the game and prevent
defensive breakdowns, and getting ourselves back to help our goalie, because
putting her in a one-on-one situation is
not ideal.”
The loss was the first time this season
that the Jumbos were shut out and it came
against a Camels defense that is ninth in
the NESCAC in goals against per game
with 1.97. Both Patton and Salamone cited
a lack of determination to finish in the
circle as one of the biggest factors in the
team’s scoring woes.
“I think [lacking the determination to
finish is] kind of where the connection
and the communication failed in some
ways,” Patton said. “I think we just needed
to be better about communicating where
everyone else was on the field. So if a shot
was going to goal, just connecting and

finding each other in front of the net.”
“I think, for one, we have to acknowledge that we were going against a really
good goalie,” Salamone said. “She had
obviously had a lot of saves on us because
we had a lot of shots but just couldn’t put
it in. Conn’s actually a really good team,
and I don’t think their record reflects that,
and they just worked harder than us in
that game.”
After the weekend, Tufts moves to 10-2
overall and 6-2 in NESCAC play with two
more conference games left in the final
week of the regular season. Among the
weekend’s surprising NESCAC twists, both
No. 18 Hamilton and No. 20 Williams beat
Bowdoin — the No. 1-ranked team in the
nation at the start of the season and the
current No. 3 team — while Trinity beat
No. 5 Middlebury.
Tufts faces Williams at home this
weekend on Senior Day and then travels to Bowdoin next Wednesday. But the
Jumbos are in the driver’s seat: Williams
and Bowdoin are mired in a four-way tie
for fourth place in the conference and
the pressure will be on them to claw their
way out of it. Tufts also has history on its
side this weekend, having won the last 13
match-ups against Williams dating back
to 2005, while Bowdoin, normally a powerhouse field hockey program, is reeling
after this weekend’s shocking upsets.
“We’re [going to] focus on exploiting
Williams’ weaknesses,” Salamone said.
“We watch film all the time, and [base
our strategy on that] like we did with
Middlebury [when] we adjusted our press
so that we could exploit Middlebury’s
[overly aggressive offense].”
The team travels to Gordon College this
afternoon for a non-conference game. The
Jumbos are already gearing up for the
NESCAC games to follow and — with the
top seed for the conference playoffs on the
line — they’ll be looking to come out with
determination to prove that the loss to the
Camels was just a fluke.
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Vinny Donofrio
Vinny’s Variety Pack

Week 6: trade talks

I

’ve decided to spice up today’s column. It’s been six weeks, and all of
the “sleeper” picks you were hot
on before the season are like firstyear Vinny thirty minutes after his Comp
11 class started … still asleep. However, it’s
not time to throw away your season yet.
As my mom always told me growing up,
“A bad season can be saved with a good
trade.” Wait, that’s not right. Ah well. Time
for my mom to save your fantasy season.
Who to trade for:
Dez Bryant, Wide Receiver,
Dallas Cowboys
“Man, hasn’t Dez been disappointing these past two seasons? Injuries
to him. Injuries to his quarterback.
Dropped passes. The list goes on.” See
that? That’s how you spin this trade to
people. Bryant is coming back Week
8 after his bye, and he’s going to be
healthy, he’s going to have an All-Pro
quarterback either way (Dak Prescott or
Tony Romo) and he’s going to have a lot
of pressure taken off of him due to the
success of running back Ezekiel Elliott.
Lamar Miller, Running Back,
Houston Texans
Miller has had an underwhelming
and disappointing year for owners who
mostly drafted him in the second or
third round. However, he’s set to turn
that around after a 20+ point Week 6
performance. Last year, in Week 5, Miller
put up a 17-point game. He then had
the best five week stretch (weeks 6-10)
of any fantasy running back. Basically,
this kid can ball out — he just needed a
good game to light his fuse.
Tyler Eifert, Tight End,
Cincinnati Bengals
Eifert has not played a single down
this season, which has Eifert’s fantasy
owners citing another of my mom’s
favorite quotes: “Son, you’re a disappointment.” However, don’t let his lack
of play dissuade you. Eifert is set to
return this week against the Cleveland
Browns, when he will start his season
off strong. For a team that’s struggling
in the red zone (CIN is 28th in red zone
TD efficiency at 42.11 percent,) Eifert
is going to end up being a touchdown
machine once again.
Who to trade away:
Brandin Cooks, Wide Receiver,
New Orleans Saints
Looks can be deceiving. Cooks is
a top 15 receiver in standard formats
with 60 points. Pretty good right? Yeah,
except for the fact that half of his points
come from two plays. That’s not even
a joke. Cooks is the definition of boom
or bust, and he’s been more bust than
boom. I packaged him away in a trade
to get Odell Beckham, so his trade
value is definitely high. Use that to your
advantage if you have him.
Jamaal Charles, Running Back,
Kansas City Chiefs
This one kills me. I love Charles and
was really hopeful for him, but Spencer
Ware (Running Back, KC) is just too
good. I’m not saying Ware will start
(low-key he might start,) but he’s good
enough to warrant a run-by-committee
approach — especially after tallying a
career high 131 rush yards last week.
Charles is a big name player and can
probably get you one of the guys I talked about above.
Vinny Donofrio is a senior majoring in
clinical psychology. Vinny can be reached
at vincent.donofrio@tufts.edu.
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FIELD HOCKEY

Jumbos suffer setback but come out on top of NESCAC shake-up
by Maclyn Senear
Sports Editor

This past weekend brought a cascade of unusual results and surprising
upsets to the NESCAC, and Tufts wasn’t
immune as the team suffered an unexpected 1-0 loss to second-to-last place in
the NESCAC Conn. College on Saturday.
The Jumbos bounced back quickly to take
down a tougher Trinity Bantam team 4-2
on Sunday and came out of the conference-wide shake-up in great position,
taking over sole possession of first place
in the NESCAC and leapfrogging the
defending national champion Middlebury
Panthers in the national rankings to claim
the No. 4 spot.
Tufts headed to No. 11 Trinity looking to make a statement, according to first-year forward Marguerite
Salamone. After their Saturday loss,
they were able to get back to their
more characteristic style of play and
claim a decisive win.
“I think the difference started just from
our pregame in the locker room,” junior
midfielder Mary Kate Patton said. “We
like to have fun and we like to sing and
dance, and we have a pretty consistent
routine before every game. And I think
that was partially what was lacking before
Saturday’s loss — that same enthusiasm
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Then sophomore midfielder Celia Lewis swings at the ball in the game against the Colby Mules on Sept. 12, 2015
and desire to win that we normally have.
We came out wanting vengeance — the
Conn. game was something we should
have won and [we] should have battled

and scored more — and I think the Trinity
game was an opportunity to shine and
show that we deserve to have the spot we
do in the NESCAC.”

The Jumbos got on the board early and
often. Senior forward Annie Artz broke
see FIELD HOCKEY, page 11

MEN'S TENNIS

Ali advances to third round in MIT Invitational
by Noah Schwartz
Staff Writer

The fatigue of the fall season caught
up with the men’s tennis team last weekend at the MIT Invitational, which featured a 64-player singles bracket that
brought together some of the best players in the NESCAC and from around the
Northeast. The only Jumbo who managed
to advance past the second round was
junior Zain Ali, though Ali fell in thirdround action.
The team saw some success in the
first round, with four of the eight Jumbos competing in the tournament notching firstround victories. Ali won in straight sets, 6-1,
6-3 and then came out on top 7-6 (8), 6-2 in
a tougher second-round battle. He put up a
strong fight in the third round, but lost 6-2,
7-6 (6) to the eventual runner-up of the tournament, William de Quant of Middlebury.

First-years Nathan Niemiec, Zach
Shaff and junior Danny Coran all won
their first round match-ups in straight
sets before falling in the second round,
though to their credit, Niemiec lost to
the tournament’s eventual champion,
Grant Urken of Bowdoin, while Coran
battled to three sets before eventually
falling 6-7 (3), 6-3, 6-4.
Sophomore Ethan Chen, junior Rohan
Gupte, and first-years Benjamin Biswas
and Jason Scanlon all lost in the first round.
Junior tri-captain Ben Battle, who was
at the tournament but not playing due
to the ongoing rehab of an ACL tear last
year, cited fatigue as one of the factors that
led to the sluggish results.
“People were maybe a little mentally
and physically tired from competing so
many weekends in a row,” Battle said.
Tufts fared worse in doubles competition, though that was not as unexpected.
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Then sophomore Zain Ali of the men’s tennis team hits a forehand in a match against Colby
in Palm Springs, Calif. on March 24.

None of Tufts’ three doubles teams were
able to advance to the second round of
the MIT Invitational. Throughout the fall
season, the team has been experimenting
with its doubles lineups and continued to
do so this weekend.
“A huge part of doubles is getting used to
playing with somebody, [and] we’ve been
experimenting [with pairings],” Shaff said.
The relatively young team has seen an
influx of new faces this year, and incorporating the six first-years into doubles
pairings could be responsible for the poor
doubles postings. While the talent to compete is there, the chemistry is not. Of the
four doubles teams Tufts brought to the
tournament, three of them included firstyears in the pairings.
“None of the [first-years] have truly
maximized our potential with doubles,”
Shaff said.
With strong singles results at previous
tournaments this fall and some solid play
this weekend, there are promising signs
that the Jumbos will earn much better
results when it counts in the spring. Time,
or lack thereof, is what is currently keeping
the doubles results down.
In a standard Div. III competition, doubles play makes up one third of the matches,
and any team looking to win a conference
championship understands that having an
advantage at doubles puts the team in the
best position to win. With the short fall tennis
season now over and the Jumbos turning to
intense training in the winter months ahead,
figuring out the doubles lineup will be crucial
to finding success in the spring season.
The team now gears up for several
months of conditioning and indoor work
to get in shape for the spring.
“Winter looks like training,” Battle said.
“Training and running. Lots of tennis and
lots of running.”

Battle also said he plans to rejoin his
teammates and get back to fully working
out over the winter.
Though the winter may be long, Shaff
noted the importance of good team fitness.
“With Div. III [tennis competition], it’s
more [of] a war of attrition,” Shaff said.
The Jumbos will be facing teams
looking to wear out their opponents
and force mistakes through fatigue.
The team hopes to be able to outwork
and outrun any opponent come spring.
According to Shaff, the Jumbos will
also use the winter to master their
home court advantage. With every
indoor court being different, it will be
important for the team to take the time
to understand how the remodeling in
Gantcher has impacted play.
The spring, which will feature NESCAC
matches and high-stakes postseason play,
always holds the most intrigue. The fall
season held some surprises and perhaps
a few disappointments for the team, but
overall, the Jumbos view it as a success.
Young players gained some early exposure
to collegiate competition and injured and
hurting players were able to use the time
to recover.
Tufts will also certainly look more
competitive when conference play rolls
around as several of its upperclassmen
will be active again, though many starting
spots are still up for grabs, and some of the
team’s nine underclassmen could likely see
prominent roles.
“A lot in terms of our starting lineup
is going to be determined in the winter,”
Shaff said.
The team opens conference play at
home against Amherst on April 1. With
continued work over the winter months,
the team looks like it could end up poised
to make a deep playoff run.

